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“...the Federal Reserve should use asan intermediate target that monetary total (aggregate), or
those totals, through which it can most reliably affect the behavior ofits ultimate objectives —
the price level, employment, output, and the like. Which total or totalsbest satisfy that
requirementdepends in turn on (1) how accurately the total can be measured; and (2) how
precisely, and at what costs including unwanted side effects, the Fed can control the total; and
(3) how closely and reliably changes in thetotal are related tothe ultimate policy objectives.
“In general, though by no means uniformly, the broader theconcept, the greater the problems
ofmeasurement and control.”
Improving the MonetaryAggregates (ReportoftheAdvisory
Committee on Monetary Statistics), 1976, p. 7.
Dataonthe monetary aggregates are the fundamental raw material ofresearch in many facets of
economics and finance. Money demand modelling, measurement ofmoney stock announcement
effects, testsoftherationality ofpreliminaiy money stock forecasts and financial market efficiency,
and comparisonofalternative seasonal adjustment procedures arejusta few such areas. Monetary
aggregates also are used by Federal Reserve System staffin formulating policy alternatives for the
Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). Perhaps no government data are more important ormore
widely usedin economic and financial research than the monetary aggregates. Often unappreciated by
researchers, however, is the extent to which the appropriate use ofmonetary aggregates datais
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aggregates hasbeen based on the relative abilityof alternate aggregates to predict economic activity.
Prior to 1980, commercial banks furnished most transactions deposits and their nontransactions
deposits seemedto be the closest substitutes for money. In turn, the Federal Reserve’s monetary
aggregates emphasized boththe distinctions betweentypesof depositsand between commercial banks
and thrift institutions. The narrower Ml and M2 aggregates first published in 1971, for example,
included only deposits at banks, while thrifts were included in M3. These distinctions were preserved
in 1975 when M3 was revised and M4 and M5 were introduced.
Perceived breakdowns inthe historical relationship between amonetary aggregate and economic
activity, reflected, say, in a putative permanent shift in its velocity, maylead to calls for redefinition
ofthe aggregate. Such pressures onMl and M2 (as initially defined in 1971)were apparent
throughoutthe 1970s. Reinforcedby accelerationsin inflation and a shift by some macmeconomists
toward increased emphasis onthe monetary aggregates, these pressuresled in early 1974 tothe
appointment oftheAdvisory Committee on Monetary Statistics, chaired by professor George Bach of
Stanford. By 1980, the Monetary ControlAct permitted a redefined setofmonetary aggregates to be
constructed from a greatly expanded, much richer and much more costly flow ofdatathan had ever
previously been available. The new aggregates also seemed to have more stable relationships to
economic activity. Published analyses atthetime ofthe 1980 redefinition cited with approval the lack
oftrend in the velocity ofthenew M2 relativetothe old measure, although theystopped shortof
proposing a less variable long-run velocity as a choicecriterion.2 Although such pragmatic
redefinition seemsdearlyto be in the spiritofFriedman and Schwartz3, it mayaccount for at least
somepart ofthe ex post stationarity oftheGNP velocity ofM2 (as currently defined) identifiedby
Hailman, Porter and Small (1991).
2Simpson (1979, 1980).
3See especially chapter 4.4
The ideal monetary aggregate would be composedofassets that are capital-certain (or nearly so),
highly liquid and closelyrelated to economic activity. Narrow monetary aggregates composed
primarily ofmedium ofexchange seem to satisfy at leastthe first two criteria acceptably well, while
broader aggregates doso somewhat less well. Broader aggregates often include assets that are capital-
uncertain or, in other words, assets whose market values vary with market interest rates, the pace of
economicactivity, or expectationsof such variables. Broad monetary aggregates are uniformly
defined to include the nominal (face) value ofcapital-uncertain assets rather than the market value,
however. Small time deposits induded in thenon-Mi componentofM2, for example, maybe taken
tobe capital-uncertain when there are penalties for withdrawal before maturity.4 Money market
mutual fund (MMMF) shares, also included in the non-Mi componentofM2, appearcapital-certain to
theirholders even though themarket value ofthe funds’ assets varies inverselywith market interest
rates. So long as the MMIvIFs satisfy avariety of Securities and Exchange Commissionrules
(including restrictions on the maturity ofthe funds’ assets) and short-term market interest rates don’t
move too rapidly, the funds need not pass through changes in the market value oftheir assets to
shareholders. The market values ofmoney market instruments included in very broad aggregates such
as M3 and (the seldom used) L vary considerably more, however. Such instruments indude
negotiable large lime deposits included in thenon-M2 componentof M3, and most items induded in
the non-M3 componentof L. Monetary aggregates defined toinclude the nominal rather than market
value ofthese assetsnecessarily omit some actual portfolio constraints faced by firms and households,
who must necessarily substitute among financial assets at market rather than nominal values. Induding
4Under Regulation Q, depositories were required to impose earlywithdrawal penalties. Many
institutions have chosento continue suchpenalties even in the absence ofRegulation Q. On the
demise ofRegulation Q, see Gilbert (1986). The liquidity oftime deposits hasvaried through time.
Prior to RegQ, some time deposits were indistinguishable from modern savings and transaction
deposits; see Friedman and Schwartz(1970), p. 76-77.5
these assets in monetary aggregates at market values, however, would cause themeasured size ofthe
aggregate to vary with market rates. This might reduce the usefulness ofthe aggregate as an indicator
ofthe impactofpolicyactions. A policy action that reduced reserve availability could reduce not only
the quantityofmoney demanded as market interest rates increased but also the apparent quantity
‘4supplied’1 as prices ofthe induded moneymarket instruments fell. The indicator propertiesof
movements in such capital uncertain monetary aggregates for economic activityhave not been
established.5
The statistical issuesin building monetary aggregates also are formidable. Ifcost were no object,
an ideal monetary aggregate would be built from daily observations on all its components atall
financial intermediaries. In fact; cost/benefit tradeoffs figure prominently in both data collection and
the definition ofthe aggregates. The Congress has mandatedthat acost/benefitanalysisbe partof
each application for renewal ofmajor deposit reports, typically required everythree years. Reporting
burden is generally to be kept as low as possible while obtaining adequate data for the conductof
monetary policy. This positionhas led to depositreporting strategies based on survey sampling
wherein deposit coverage and reporting frequency vary by size ofinstitution.
Mostofthese issues have largely been omitted from theliterature on money demand. As fine a
work as Laidler’s classictext on money demand fails to discuss the definition, constructionor revision
ofmonetary aggregates, exceptto acknowledge Friedman and Schwartz’s research. Nowhere is the
reader warned ofthe potential pitfalls in monetary aggregates data awaiting theunwary. This problem
arises largely from the difficulty and high costto researchers oflocating relevantinstitutional details.
This paper attempts to reduce that cost.
5The difficultiesofinterpreting monetary aggregates that include capital-uncertain instruments are
prominent in proposals to include bond and equity mutual funds in a redefined M2. See, for example,
Coffins and Edwards (1994) and Orphanides, Reid and Small (1994).6
SOURCES OF MONETARYAGGREGATES DATA
Throughout U.S. history, everydefinition ofmoney hasbeen composed primarily ofthe liabilities
ofprivate financial institutions, both notes and deposits. During mostperiods, these financial
institutionshave been subjectto government regulation. In turn, theprimary sources ofcurrent and
historical monetary aggregates data are government reports filed by thesefinancial institutions.
The Federal Reserve’s first published monetary aggregate appeared in 1943 in Table 9 ofBanking
andMonetaryStatistics. The table showed currency, demand deposits and lime deposits for June call
dates from 1892 to 1922 and for June and December call dates from 1923-41. The sum ofcurrency
and demand deposits was defined as “...the supply ofmoney...tt or “...meansof payment...” although it
was noted that time deposits oftenwere usedfor current payments “...during the 1920s.” Subsequent
datawere published in theFederal Reserve Bulletin.6 Later, Copeland and Brill (1948) presented a
series based on the last-day-of-the-month consolidated condition statementofthe banking system. In
1949, the Board began monthlypublication ofthis series.
The first modern monetary aggregate based on averagesofdaily data, labelled Ml, was
constructed by William Abbott and Marie Wahligofthe Federal Reserve Bankof St. Louis and
appeared in theFederal Reserve Bulletin in 1960; a revisionwas published in 1962. Building
monetary aggregates from daily datais important becauseseasonalpatterns within a month maycause
data for individual days to be unrepresentative ofboth the month’s average level and the aggregate’s
trend growth rate. Abbott and Wahlig’s data, which began in 1947, reflected available depositreports
and were shown athalf-monthly and monthly flequencies. Memberbanks had begun reporting in
1944 averages ofdaily dataatthemiddle and end ofeach month. Data for nonmember banksand
6For details, see the introductory notes to section i in BankingandMonetary Statistics and the
notes to chapters 1-4 in BankingandMonetaryStatistics 1941-1970.7
mutual savings banks were estimated from FDIC call reports, although theprecise interpolation
method is not stated.
Monetary aggregates datasubsequently were published on the Board’s statistical release, known as
the J.3 and entitled DemandDeposits~Currency, andRelatedItems,twice a month from November
1960 threugh July 1965. The release included averages ofdaily data athalf-monthly and monthly
frequencies, seasonally adjusted, and at weekly, half-monthly, and monthly frequencies, not seasonally
adjusted.7 The most recent dataincluded onthe release predated the publication date by two weeks.
The J.3 was succeeded by the current release, known as theH6 and entitled MoneyStock, Liquid
Assets, andDebtMeasures, on July 30, 1965. It shows averages ofdaily figures at weekly and
monthly frequencies. A revised monetary aggregates series based on weekly averages ofdaily data
beginning in 1959 was later presented by Fry, Beck and Weaver (1970).~The current definitions of
the monetary aggregates were largely establishedin 1980; see Kavajecz (1994) and Simpson (1979,
1980). Atthetime oftheredefinition, monetary aggregates based on thenew definitions were
constructed backto 1959. Details oftheir construction are discussed in the appendiL
For researchers, monetary dataextracted from individual issuesofthe J.3 and 116 releases provide
contemporaneous estimatesofthe monetary aggregates based on a well-defined information set: the
data available to Board staffasofthe publication date. These statistical releases allow a researcher
interested in announcement effects or thepolicy formation process ofthe FOMC to observe Federal
Reserve Board staffestimates ofthe levelofthemoneystock at each point in time, or permit a
researcher interested in market efficiency or the “rationality” ofinitial moneystock estimates to study
7Member banks began reporting daily data each week in December 1959. For years after 1959,
the weekly data were prorated to obtain monthly and half-monthly frequencies.
8Some independent researchers have attempted to build monetary aggregates datafor earlier
periods using current definitions. For a careful discussion ofthe issues, see Rasche (1987, 1990).8
the timing and extent ofrevisions to initially published data. The statistical releases are not very
useful for longer-run studies, however, becausethe information setunderlying the release changes each
week asBoard staffreceives both new dataand revisions to previously reported data. Further, the
definitions ofthemonetary aggregates have changedthrough time.
While the Federal Reserve Board has published a numberofhistorical volumes, each with unique
featuresmaking it avaluable source ofdata, useofthesedata also is complicated by varying
definitions and observational frequencies. Ideal historical datawould be computed at similar
frequencies under consistent definitions. The two most comprehensive volumes,Banking and
Monetary Statistics andBankingandMonetaryStatistics 1941-1970, were published by the Federal
Reserve in November 1943 and September 1976, respectively.9 Observational frequency differs
across dataseries, with various dataatmonthly, weekly or daily frequencies. There are also important
conceptual distinctionsthrough time in the data, such as the difference between member and
nonmemberbanks andthe difference betweenthrifts and commercial banks. When using datafrom
other sources in conjunction with theBanking andMonetary Statisticsvolumes, researchers should
appreciate that datapublished subsequentlyare not strictly comparable, since more recent publications
incorporate further revisions to thedata.
A closely related publication, and the yearly counterpart to theBanking andMonetary Statistics
volumes, is the Annual StatisticalDigest. The Digest is released atthe end ofeach year and contains
data for theprevious year. The Board’s Annual Reportalso containsinformation about themonetary
aggregates, but the information tends to be more descriptive than numerical. These publications
provide a long-run, consistent perspective ofthemonetary aggregates overtheirrespectivepublished
date ranges, since within each issue ofeach publication the. observations are based on a single,
9The 1943 edition ofBankingandMonetary Statistics was reprinted in August 1976. See also the
Board’s corrected 1959 reprint ofAll-Bank Statistics.9
consistent information set. They perhaps are less appropriate, however, for lines ofresearch where the
hypotheses depend on the information setused in constructing themoney stockestimate, since the date
the estimate was formulated is not explicitly given.
Similar concerns suggestthat datasets constructed from various issuesoftheFederal Reserve
Bulletin maynot be suitable for a variety ofresearch. Board staffhave published components ofthe
monetary aggregates, such as demand deposits and currency, in theBulletin since its inception in May
1915. In February 1944, thestaff first showed demand deposits and currency in the same table,
foreshadowing the later Ml monetary aggregate. While the Bulletin’s currenttable 1.10 (first
published in its present form in January 1977) descends from the 1944 table, the datapublished in this
table through theyears are nota consistenttime series dueto definition changes, reporting changes,
annualbenchmark revisions, and reestimation ofseasonal adjustment factors. At the same time, the
Bulletin is an excellent resource for tracking thevarious changes thathave occurred in the definitions
and construction ofthemonetary aggregates through time. Due to its somewhat longertime span, data
extracted from various issues ofthe Bulletin illustrate howthe monetary aggregates have evolved;
occasional articles have presented detailedinformation on changes in the monetary aggregates.
Unfortunately, like many other Federal Reserve historical publications, the Bulletin does not specify
the date atwhich the estimates were made, that is, the time-indexed information seton which they
were based. In general, datain the Bulletin precede by two months the Bulletin’s publication date, but
at times ithas been longer. Since monetary aggregates dataappearwith differing lags in various
Systempublications (for example, 10 ten days on the H.6), data from different sourcesmay be based
on quite different information sets even when thedates that they first appearin print are close
together. This suggeststhat, in general, a database built from one Federal Reserve source or
publication should not be updated from another.10
Finally, a publication thatpresents comprehensive, consistentlime series is Money Stock
Revisions.’0 This publication is offered tothe public earlyin each year as a supplementto the issue
ofthe H.6 release that incorporates the Board staff’s annual benchmark revisions, including
reestimated seasonaladjustment factors. The publication presents a comprehensive setofmonetary
aggregates data, beginning in 1959 for monthly dataand in about 1975 for weekly data.11 Unlike
other Board staffpublications, the information setand definitions used in constructing the dataare
well-defined, making the dataideal for longer-run studies. Note, however, that since each year’s
publication usesthat year’s current definitions — and the definitions ofthe monetary aggregates and
theircomponents have changed through time the data maydiffer significantly from previously
publisheddata.
DATA COLLECTION
The datacollection process is the foundation oftheconstruction ofmonetary aggregates data. The
collection ofdata useful for themonetary aggregates haschanged (and improved) dramatically during
the last eight decades. We present here a briefoutline ofthe principal datainflows tothe Federal
Reserve during a small numberofdistinct periods over which data collection and publication practices
differed significantly.
‘°The title ofthis publication has changed somewhatthrough time. It currently is produced by the
Money and Reserves Projections Section ofthe Division ofMonetary AiThirs. Prior to 1988, it was
produced by the Banking Section oftheDivision ofResearch and Statistics. Prior to 1993, theprinted
publication was offered tothe public as a supplement to theissue ofthe H.6 release that contained the
newly benchmarked monetary aggregates data, datain machine readable form were soldbythe
National Technical Information Service ofSpringfield, Virginia. In 1993, the publication and
associated datawere first offered for sale by Publications Services atthe Board ofGovernors.
“Subject to the availability ofthe particular series. See Table 1 below for the availability of
specific series.11
1915 - 1943
The datacollected during this period have been extensively documented by Friedman and
Schwartz (1970), chapters 12-15. Beginning in 1923, datafor all member banks are available. From
April 1923-December 1928, the Federal Reserve collected and published deposits as ofa single day
each month; from January 1929-March 1944, monthly averages ofdaily data,after March 1944,
averages ofdaily datawere collected twice a month. Data also continued to be reported eachweek on
Wednesdayby a sample ofseveralhundred weekly reporting banksthat held a majority ofbank
deposits. Datafor nonmemberbanks and for mutual savings bankswere available on call reports.
1944 - 1980
Averagesofdaily member bank deposit datawere collected twice a monththrough December 1,
1959, when weekly averages beganto be collected. Regular publicationbeginning November 1960 of
monthly money stock figures on the J.3 release necessitatedestimates ofthemonetary liabilitiesof
nonmemberbanks. Nonmemberbank datacontinuedto be collected on call reports, typicallytwo per
year until 1960, when thereafterfour per year were required.
1980 - Present
Perhaps theleast appreciated aspectoftheDepository Institution Deregulation and Monetary
Control Act of 1980 (DIDMCA) was a significant improvement in the quantity and quality ofdata
flowing tothe Federal Reserve. A watershed in data collection, the act empowered the Federal
Reserve Systemtoimpose reporting requirements on all depository institutions with reservable
liabilities above a prescribed minimal amount. The act significantly eased estimationofthemoney
stock, as deposit reporting by financialinstitutions become nearly universal and was no longer a12
function ofmembership status or charter type.’2 Two years later, inthe Gam-St. Gemiain Act,,
Congress mandatedthat the Federal Reserve establish guidelines to ease reporting burden borne by
financial institutions while maintaining adequate coverage ofthe outstanding monetary liabilities ofthe
banking system. In response, a system ofreporting categories was established wherein the reporting
burden — measured by frequency ofreporting and numberofitems reported — depends upon both total
deposits and reservable liabilities.
Under this system, the Federal Reserve Board staffeach year establishes a cutoff level oftotal
deposits and an exemption levelofreservable liabilities. Increases in both levels are indexed to the
year-over-year increase in aggregate deposits atall depository institutions as calculated from second
quarter (June 30th) call reports.’3 The following table summarizes the System’s reporting categories
and thetype/fl~quency ofreport submitted by financialinstitutions in each categoryfor 1992, 1993,
and l994.’~The depositcutoff and reserve exemption levels were established at$25.0 and $2.4
million, respectively, beginning January 1985. These have subsequently been indexed each year,
based on 80 percentofthe growth in aggregate deposits, except in 1988. In that year, Board staff
research suggested that little accuracy would be sacrificed, and a significantreporting burden reduced
for smallerinstitutions, by increasing the depositcutoff more rapidly. The depositcutoff which had
‘2In particular, thrift institutions and nonmember banksbegan reporting deposits weeklyto the
Federal Reserve.
zero reserve requirement ratio appliesto the reserve exemption amount ofdeposits. The
reserve exemption amount is notto be confused with the low reserve tranche. The tranche allows a
lower 3 percent reserve requirement ratio to be applied to someportion ofdeposits, while a higher
ratio (currently 10 percent) applies tothe balance. Both the reserve exemption amount and the low
reserve tianche are indexed. For 1993, the reserve exemption and low reserve tranche amounts are
$3.8 and $46.8 million, respectively. For 1994, the amounts are $4.0 and $51.9 million, respectively.
‘4Values for each year are typically published in the respective January issuesofFederal Reserve
Bulletin. Values for 1992, 1993 and 1994, for example, appear on pp. 36-37, 18 and 23-24 ofthe
January 1992, 1993 and 1994 issues, respectively.13
automatically increased in January to $30 million from the previous year’s $28.6 million, was raised in
September to$40.0 million. Several thousand smallerbanks were exempted from weekly reporting by
this change.
Table 1
Depository Institution Reporting Categories 1992-1994















the institutionmust file the
FR2900report weekly
theinstitution must file the
FR291OQ report quarterly
.
Institutions that file theFR2900 at a weekly frequency (the upper left-hand box) report daily levels
for about a dozen deposit and nondeposit liabilities. Institutions falling in the other boxes have a
sharply reducedreporting burden. Institutions that file the FR2900 at a quarterly frequency (the lower
left-hand box) report the same items but only for a single weekeach quarter (the weekthat contains
the third Thursday in thelast month ofthequarter). Institutions thatfile the FR291OQ (upper right-
hand box) report weekly average dataon fewer items for one week each quarter. Institutions falling in
thelower right-hand box are exempt from filing reports with the Federal Reserve ifand only if




















reports.’5 For institutions other than weekly reporters (all categories except those in the upper left-
hand box), Federal Reserve Board staffmust estimatetheirdeposits during the periods between
reports. In 1992, daily data were received each week from approximately 9,100 financial institutions,
about 30 percent ofall depositories. These data comprised about 90 percentofthe aggregate deposits
included in the monetary aggregates (the balance being estimated), or, including nondeposit liabilities,
about 80 percent oftheaggregate liabilities offinancial institutions included in themonetary
aggregates.
Constructionofweekly values ofbroad monetary aggregates suchas M2 and M3 also relies on a
variety ofweekly reports ofdata for nondepositliabilities such asrepurchase agreements, Eurodollar
deposits, and reports from nonbank financial institutions such asmoneymarket mutual funds
(MMMF). The numerous sourcesand reports used by Board staff inthe constructionofthemonetary
aggregates are shown in Table 2. In general, broader aggregates such as M2 and M3 are less precisely
measured than Ml because a larger proportion ofthe data included in the aggregate is eithernot
reported directly tothe Federal Reserve, and/or is reported less frequently than the dataincluded in
Ml. In addition, a larger numberofvarious nonmoney stock items are netted outofthe broader
aggregates.
In thenon-Mi components ofM2 and M3, MMMF shares have been among the more complex
items. A dynamic industry characterized by rapid growth, new funds have frequently appeared and
old ones vanished. In addition, funds maymerge, change names or change investmentobjective by,
say, lengthening the maturity oftheir assets to become a short-temi bond fund. All these events
complicate accurate measurement oftheaggregate amount ofMMI~1F shares held by the nonbank
public. Retirementaccounts (IRA/Keogh) atbanks, thrifts and MMMF also have sometimes been
nettlesome. These deposits, netted from the monetary aggregates, are not collected in the same
‘~If not, the institution is required to file an annual report.15
manner as other depositdata included in the aggregates. As shown in Table 2, retirement balances at
banks are collected onthe FR2042 report. This report surveys fewer banks less frequently than the
FR2900 report that provides most deposit data. Retirementbalances at MMMFs are collected by the
Investment Company Institute from member mutual funds and, like data for commercial banksand
thrifts, lags somewhat behindthe reporting ofdeposits and other liabilities included in the aggregates.
Measurement problems also arise regarding Eurodollars and RPs. High-quality timely dataare
available on the overnight Eurodollar component ofM2 becausethese deposits are largely held at
Caribbean branches ofU.S. banks.” Tenn Eurodollarsheld in foreign branches ofU.S. banks are
reported on approximately the same basis. Term Eurodollars, however, also are held extensively at
non-U.S. banksin Englandand Canada, not subjectto Federal Reserve reporting. The Bankof
England andthe BankofCanada collectquarterly datafor U.S.-dollar denominateddeposits dueto
U.S. nonbank addresses. Although aggregate totals are given to Federal Reserve staff, data for
individual banks are confidential and, hence, can neither be checked nor edited by Federal Reserve
staff~7
For RPs, the problem is more a conceptual issue thana matter ofdata reporting. Overnight RPs
are included inthe non-Mi componentofM2 because, at leastin part, they are an attractive
alternative to holding transaction balances. RPswith maturity ofmore than one day also, ofcourse,
may serve the same purpose. RPs with amaturity longerthan one day, however, are reported asterm
RPs and included in the non-M2 component of M3. An investor who accepts a two-day RP contract
rather thana sequenceoftwo one-day contracts may reducethe size ofM2 without any economic
“In fact, these deposits are recorded in New York while being legally booked through
~namep1ate~ branches in the Caribbean (so called becausethe office largely consists ofa brass
nameplate).
‘71n addition, few statistics are available for coverage ratios, error rates, and so on.16
significance. It seems likely that much ofthe predictable part ofsuch switches, say due toholiday
weekends, is captured in the seasonal adjustment factors. The balance remains asstatistical noise.
Overall, weekly first-published values ofM2 and M3 shown on the currentH.6 release are based
about 80 percentondatathatare reported weekly, with the balance estimatedfrom lesser frequency
reports.’8
MAJOROPERATIONS BY BOARD STAFF THAT AFFECT THE MONETARY
AGGREGATES
In additionto theprincipal sourcesofdata, well-informed researchers should be aware ofthe more
important revision practices and schedulesusedby Federal Reserve Board staffthat affect the
continuityofthe data. Benchmarks, seasonal factor reestimation and definitionchanges mayhave
significant impacts on the monetary aggregates and, correspondingly, on research employing that data.
Benchmark Revisions
All monetary aggregates dataare subjectto a 4benchmark” revision annually. In its most general
form, a benchmark ofthe monetary aggregates by Board staff would be (ideally) ameasurement ofthe
universe ofmoney stock issuers and theirholdings ofmonetary liabilities. A benchmark serves Three
main purposes. First, it allows Board staffto incorporate deposit data on institutions that are exempt
from reporting directly tothe Federal Reserve. These dataare obtained either from bank and thrift
call reports or from other annual reports filed by the institutions. Second, it allows the incorporation
ofcorrected/revised data submitted by depository institutions throughout the year. Third, it allows
staffto update estimates ofsomenon-deposit components ofthe aggregates.
‘8Detailed estimates ofsuch coverage ratios are prepared about everythree years and furnished to
theOffice of Management and Budget aspart ofthe reauthorization process for the report. See
Walton and others (1991).17
Depositoryinstitutions generally submitrevised depositdatathroughout the year. Such datafrom
weekly reportinginstitutions are incorporated into themonetary aggregates published on theH.6
release only during the first three weeks following the week in which the report was due, that is, the
fourmost recent weeks shown on theH.6 release. Deposit data submitted after thattime are held in
abeyance and incorporated at the annual benchmark, along with data received from institutionsthat
report only once per year. (Deposit data received from quarterly reporting institutions is incorporated
when received during the year, as are nondeposit datareceived from many sources. See.Table 2.)
This three-step processbegins with aggregation ofall deposit datareported by financial institutions
during thepast six or sevenyears. Next, dataare matchedto call reports for all depository financial
institutions to identify missing institutions (if any) and obtain deposit levels atthecall dates for those
institutions exempt from filing deposit reports with the Federal Reserve. Finally, miscellaneous data
collected during the year regarding items not covered by depositreports are incorporated.
Benchmarks constitute a clear break-in-series for monetary aggregates data, changing significantly
not only past databut altering the base upon which new estimates will be published during the coming
year. Since 1964, a benchmark ofthemonetary aggregates has been done at leastannually. In recent
years, Board staffhave published the benchmark datapriortothe February Humphrey-Hawkins
testimonyofthe Federal Reserve Chainnanbefore Congress. From 1974 through l980,~however,
benchmarkrevisions ofthemonetary aggregates were conducted approximately every quarter. The
increased frequency ofbenchmarks addressed a concern, raised by the Bach Commission,thatthe
methods used atthe time to estimatenonmemberbank deposits could introduce a bias into the
monetary aggregates. It was felt that more timely benchmarkswould serve to keep the Federal
Reserve’s estimates more closelyaligned with the true, unobserved figures. This was not a new
concern, however and in fact all benchmarks prior tothe Monetary ControlActhad focused heavily
on nonmemberbank deposits, since these institutions were not required to report to theFederal18
Reserve.’9 The powerto enforce near-universal reporting that was endowed on the Federal Reserve
by the Monetary ControlAct obviated the need for frequentbenchmarks after 1980. Today,
benchmarks focuson special items not covered on depositreports.
The effects ofthese revisions on quarterly growth rates ofthe monetary aggregates are shown in
the first page ofTable 3. The columns ofthetable correspond to the annual benchmarks published in
early 1986-1993. Each entry in the table is the change in the annualized growth rate ofthe
corresponding monetary aggregate during that quarter due to revisions oftheunderlying source data.
The largest revisions due toany benchmark occur in the most recently completed year, shown asthe
shaded areas inthe table. Revisions for prior years, not shaded, are smaller. While not followinga
consistent pattern, the datasuggestthat any particularquartermay be revised significantly, especially
for the broader aggregates. In part, thelatter are related tothe higher percentage ofnondeposit
components in those aggregates.
Seasonal Adjustment
Seasonal adjustmentofthe monetary aggregates has long been an important areaofresearch. The
FOMC formulates its monetary policy interms ofseasonally adjusted data, and both the public and
policymakers often take recent movements in adjusted data as indicating the underlying trend growth
rate ofthe monetary aggregates.
Seasonal adjustment methods attemptto separate recurring calendar-related patterns in data (due
to, say, calendar dating, payroll schedules, tax filing deadlines, etc.) from random shocks and the
underlying trend. In general terms, the data generating process for the monetary aggregates is
‘9The quarterly depositdata reportedon the call by nonmemberbanks also were not without
problems. The definitions of “deposits” differ somewhat betweenthe Fed’s Regulation D and the call
report instructions, making the data not fully comparable.19
assumed to be well represented as the product ofthree components: atime-varying trend, a time-
varying seasonal and an irregular.
Eachyear, Board staffpublish revised seasonalfactors for mosthistorical periods and projected
seasonal factors for theupcoming year. With few exceptions, these seasonal factors are based on, and
published simultaneously with, theannual benchmark data.2°Monthly seasonal factors are estimated
by a variant oftheStatistics CanadaXl1-ARIMAmethod.2’ In the first step ofthis method, the
observed data are extended by the additionofone ortwo years offorecasts. The forecasts are
obtained via an ARIMAmodel that includes exogenous intervention variables for eachmonth and, in
some cases,a small numberofspecial events.~In recent years, intervention variables have been
included for events such asthe impactofthe 1986 Tax Reform Acton the levels ofliquid depositsin
early 1987 and thedramatic surge in Ml that occurredduring hurricane Gloria’s sweepup the east
coastofthe United States in September 1985. Seasonal factors are then obtained by applying standard
Xli algorithms tothe lengthened series.
• Weekly seasonal factors are estimatedvia a two-step process. In the first, initial estimatesof
weekly seasonal factors axe obtained from an unobserved-components time-series modeI.~In the
second, theseinitial estimates are modified via a quadratic programming model such thataverages of a
particular pathofseasonally adjustedweekly data equal the previously estimated monthly seasonal
20The very few exceptions where the seasonal review was completed and published afterthe
benchmark are noted in Kavajecz (1994).
21See Farley and O’Brien (1987).
~See Boxand Tiao (1975).
~Thestatistical model has been developed over a number ofyears; see Cleveland and (3rupe
(1983), Pierce, Grupe and Cleveland (1984), and Cleveland (1986). The model allows for a
noninteger numberofweeks during the year and other effects. Statistically, it seeksto estimatetrend,
seasonaland irregular components of a time series that is sampled at a frequency which differs from
the fundamental frequencies ofthe data generating processes for its components.20
pattern.24 Projected weekly seasonal factors are obtained in a similar manner, subjectto judgmental
adjustment by Board stafffor events such as unusual calendar dating and holiday effects that are not
captured by the statistical models.
Like other aspects ofthe monetary aggregates, the methods used for seasonal adjustmenthave
evolved over time. From 1955 — when the first seasonally adjusted numbers were published —
through 1981, seasonaladjustmentwas done using the classic CensusXii pmcedure.~ In 1982, the
Xl 1-ARIMA procedure proposed by Dagum was adoptedto reduce well-known potential problems
dueto theuseoftruncatedmoving-average filters nearthe ends ofthe sample.~Other features That
have been added toimprove theestimation include trading day effects, payment schedules and holiday
dating.
Following recommendations oftheAdvisory Committee on Monetary Statistics,the Federal
Reserve publishes both seasonally adjusted and unadjusted data. The weekly H.6 release, for example,
currently includes adjusted data for 4 monetary aggregates and 25 components, and unadjusted data for
the 4 aggregates, 26 components and 11 related miscellaneous series. Mostofthe adjusted
components are furnished for ease ofanalysis, however, and are notused in constructionofthe
monetary aggregates. Seasonally adjusted Ml is constructed asthe sum offour separately adjusted
components: currency, travelers checks, demand deposits and other checkable deposits. The non-Mi
componentofM2 and thenon-M2 componentofM3 are adjustedas a whole, with adjusted M2 equal
24See the appendix to Farley and O’Brien (1987) for details ofthealgorithm.
~See Pierce and Cleveland (1981).
~WhileXli uses two-sided moving average filters for most observations, the filters must be
truncated near the ends ofthetime series. This effect tends to increasethe size ofthe revisions to the
mostrecent year’s seasonal factors when they are reestimated the following year. Further, italso
tends tounderestimate the degreeofseasonalitynear the end ofthe sample. Extending the sample via
ARIMA model forecasts seems to attenuate both problems. See Dagum (1983).21
to the sumof adjusted Mi and the non-MI componentofM2; M3 similarly is formed by summing
M2 and the adjustednon-M2 componentofM3.
Early each year, Board staff forecastseasonal adjustment factors for the monetary aggregates
during the coming year. These projected factors are published on the H.6 release at thesame time as
the benchmark data, and are not revised during theyear on the basis ofincoming data.V Hence,
published monetary growth rates throughout theyear are based on ex ante fixed seasonal factors that
incorporate no information receivedduring the currentyear. Thus, it perhaps is not surprising That
revised seasonal factors for the mostrecently completed year may differ significantlyfrom thosethat
were forecast a year earlier. Revisionstothe monetary aggregates dueto revisions to seasonal factors,
shown on the second page ofTable 2, often have exceeded those dueto eitherrevisions tounderlying
source data(shown on the first page ofthetable) or to changes in definitions (shown inthe third page
ofthe table).
Although the conceptofseasonal movements in data maybe fairly straightforward, there is no
generally accepted statistical definition ofseasonality. ~Tme”seasonalfactors are never observed nor
measured,even with error. Thus, seasonallyadjustedmonetary aggregates necessarily retain a
significant subjective component, even inthe long run. Lindsey and others(i981) notes thatthe
adjusted monetary aggregates have tended to become somewhat smootherthrough time astheir
seasonal adjustment factors have been subjected to successiveannual revisions. Although he attributes
thisto increases in our knowledge about and precision in estimation ofthe seasonal adjustment factors,
an alternative hypothesis is that theseasonal componentis absorbing more ofthe irregular component,
leaving an adjustedtime series that more closelyresembles its trend component.
27Experimentai estimates ofconcurrent seasonal factors, updated using incoming data, were
published as an appendix to theH.6 for severalyears butnever incorporated into any official monetary
aggregate. The Board’s committee ofexperts on seasonaladjustment had recommended exploration of
concurrent factors; see Pierce and Cleveland (1981). A similar recent review atthe BankofEngland
(1992) suggestedthat concurrent adjustment might reduce the size ofsubsequent revisions.22
Changes In Definitions
Although financial innovation has been an important factor, the evolution ofthe Federal Reserve
Board staff’s definitions ofmonetary aggregates primarily has been governed by economists’changing
empirical perceptions ofthe appropriate conceptofmoney.~In the l960s, economists’ focus on the
mediumof exchange function ofmoneymade Ml the principal aggregate. As empirical relationships
for Mi appeared to break down in the i970s and attention turned once again to the role ofliquid near-
moneys, some suggested that multiple monetary aggregates might collectively reveal more information
about the stance ofmonetary policy with respectto economic activity. The Federal Reserve responded
by creating the monetary aggregates M2 and M3 in 1971, and M4 and M5 in 1975.
Despite the increasing attention focused on near-moneys, the multiple definitions ofthe monetary
aggregates during the 1970s continued to reflect legislative distinctionsbetween the asset and liability
powers ofbanks and thrifts. These distinctions faded afterpassageofthe Monetary Control and (3am-
St. GermainActs, permitting a new set ofnested definitions such thatMl became a subset ofM2, and
M2 a subset ofM3?~By intem~1izingwithin M2 opportunity-cost-induced shifts offunds between
mediuimof-exchange and liquid near-moneys for all intermediaries, this design enhanced the usefulness
~Ourview is that manyofthe theoretical arguments for the inclusion and/or exclusion ofspecific
assets are ex postrationalizations ofworkable empirical definitions. The sameargumentis, ofcourse,
made by Friedman and Schwartz (1970).
~There are a few qualifications tothis characterization. From 1980-1987, apothon ofthe vault
cash and demand deposits held by thrifts had been included in Ml (but not in M2 and M3),while the
balance was excluded (none ofthe vaultcash and interbank deposits held by commercial banks were
included in the aggregates). In 1988, thetreatmentofthese items for thrifts was changedto be
comparabletothat for banks. Similarly, in constructing M3, a variety ofnetting items are deducted,
such aslarge time deposits at commercial banks held by M2-type moneymarket funds. In general, in
moving from narrower to broader aggregates, any assetheld by amoney stock issuer (say, a money
market fund) that was issued by another moneystock issuer (say, a commercial bank) is netted out of
the broader consolidated monetary aggregate.23
ofM2 as an intermediate policytarget through better estimates of a (nominally) stable demand curve
for M2.3°
Since monetary aggregates datafirst appeared on the J.3 statistical release in 1960, the broad
monetary aggregates (roughly corresponding to Mi, M2, M3) have been redefined about a dozen
times. Changes have ranged in magnitude from the massive redefinition in February i980 to small
additions and subtractions suchas theinclusion ofnonbanktravelers checks in June 198i. Whenever
a definition change is put in place, Board staffrecompute all historical datafor the monetary
aggregates and components underthemost recent definitions.3’ Available Federal Reserve
publications, includingMoneyStockRevisions, show monetary aggregates datasolely in terms of
current definitions. For researchers studying Federal Reserve behavior, “knowing whatmoney was” at
a particular is complicated by changes in definitions aswell asby the annual benchmark and seasonal
review process.
Definitional changes perhaps are usefully summarized in three categories. First, thereis the
inclusion (or, less often, exclusion) ofan existing moneymarket instniment or depository liability.32
A prominent example is the addition in 1980 ofgeneral purpose/broker dealermoney market mutual
funds (MMMFs) to the M2 aggregate.33 While M2 was recomputed on a consistent basis for all prior
30For discussion, see Simpson and Porter (1980).
31The 1980 redefinition, for example, required Board staffto “rebuildt’ M2 for years prior to 1980
with an expanded set ofthrift deposit data. Some details are discussed in the appendix.
~Theprecise definition ofMi has changed severaltimes duetochanges in the treatmentof
demand deposits dueto foreign commercial banks and official institutions. Included in Mi prior to
1980 (see Kavajecz, 1994),these deposits were excluded thereafter following recommendations ofthe
Advisory Committee on Monetary Statistics. See Advisory Committee on Monetary Statistics (1976),
p. 4, or Farr and others (1978). These changes also complicate building Ml based on current
definitions for years prior to 1959;see Rasche (1987).
33Tax-exemptgeneral purpose and broker/dealer MMIvIFs, excluded in 1980, were added in
February 1983.24
periods following the redefinition, conceptuallythis is anontrivial change. During the i970s, when
the first surgein money market fundgrowth occurred, the contemporaneousM2 aggregate excluded
moneymarket funds; shifts by households into the funds were (in principal) embedded in the elasticity
ofM2 with respectto its opportunity cost and reflected in shifts in the income velocityofM2.
Researchers using the redefined M2, however, see an aggregate that internalizes theseshifts, has a
smaller interest elasticity and different velocity behavior. Ofcourse, the importance ofthis change in
definition for analysisofFed behavior is mitigated bythe FOMC’s emphasis on Ml during the period.
Other examples include the inclusion in M2 ofretail RPs (which were basicallyuninsured smalltime
deposits exempt from Reg Q) in 1982, theexclusion ofretirement accounts from the monetary
aggregates in 1983, and the addition ofterm Eurodollar deposits toM3 in 1984. While the last had
been discussedearlier, inclusion ofthe deposits had to await a reliable source ofdata.
The second type ofdefinition change is the inclusion ofanew moneymarket instrument or
depository institution liability. In some cases,the new instrument or depositmay simplyreflect the
removal ofaprohibition against that type ofdeposit or of a ceiling on a deposit offering rate
(Regulation Q ceilings). To the extent That deregulationor the authorization ofnew instruments
permanently changesthe behavior ofdepositories, its affect on the monetary aggregates is similar to a
change in definition. Examples include the authorization ofNOW accounts nationwide in 1980, the
introduction ofMMDA accounts in 1983, and the major discrete steps in the phaseoutofRegulation Q
that occurred in 1982, 1983 and 1986.~~ In many cases, This typeofdepositaccount was already
~See Kavajecz (1994) for details. More obscure examples include certain assets sold by
depositories with recourse, BICs (bank investment contracts), and bank depositnotes (the latter
classified as a deposit under Federal Reserve Regulation D but not by the FDIC). Brokered deposits
provide another example. Although a bank orthrift might receive a depositofamillion dollars (or
more) from abroker, the amount ofthe depositis included in M2 as small time deposits ifthe deposit
is placed entirely for the benefit ofindividuals. In this manner, the development ofthe brokered retail
CD market could potentially have affected the apparent interest elasticityofM2 by altering the
behavior of its small time deposit component.25
included in the aggregates (both OCD and MMDA are types ofsavings deposits). The authorization
ofthesenew instruments, largely born ofdeposit interest rate controls, likely induced unusual
transitory volatility in published data during the period when moneymaybe shifling between
components and may also have permanently changedthe income and interest elasticitiesofthe
monetary aggregate3S
The third type ofdefinition change is reclassification ofthe liabilities ofdifferent types of
financial institutions. Prior tothe 1980 redefinition, deposits atbanks and thrift were included in
separate monetary aggregates. Deposits at thrifts were included in M3 and M5 while comparable
deposits atbanks were included in M2 and M4. The 1980 redefinition restructured the monetary
aggregates to combine similar typesofdeposits at commercial banks and thrifts. Although strongly
motivated bythe increasing similarity ofthe deposits offered by banks and thrifts during the l970s,
someeconomistscounselled against thepooling ofbank and thrift liabilities in the new aggregates.
Their arguments were based largely on thejoint product natureofdepositories. To the extent that
finus and households tendto purchase a bundleofservices from a single institution rather than
separate products from a numberofinstitutions, there may be value to aggregation by institutional
type rather than by product. In response, the Board adopted the recommendation that, to everyextent
feasible, data for banks and thrifts should be published separately so asto permit such analysis. This
argument is similar toFriedman and Schwartz’sposition that financial assets may appropriately be
aggregated ifthey are sufficiently close substitutes in either demand or supply.
Overall, annual revisions to the monetary aggregates dueto revisions to source data, seasonal
fuctors, and definitions render treacherous any attemptby a researcher to update or extendprevious
35There is no doubt this was the case in 1983, when the FOMC decided to rebase its target growth
rate ranges for the year following the introduction ofMMDAs. The implications ofderegulation
during the i980s, including the demiseofReg Q, for money demand models are discussed by Moore,
Porter, and Small (1990).26
studies by mixing differing vintages ofmonetary aggregates data. One recentempirical study
(Dewald, Thursby and Anderson) found in an extensive computer simulation experiment that empirical
results may be highly sensitive tothemixing ofdifferent vintagesofdata, including data on the
monetary aggregates. A complete chronology ofrevisions and redefinitions ofthemonetary
aggregates is shown in Kavajecz (1994).
THE MONETARY AGGREGATES AS MONETARY TARGETS
We conclude our historical examination ofthe Federal Reserve’s monetary aggregates with a
summary oftheir use as monetary policy targets. The FOMC’s target and monitoring ranges for the
aggregates are shown in Table 4•36
Targeting ofmonetary aggregates began with House Concurrent Resolution 133 in 1975, later
formalized in the Humphrey-Hawkins Actof 1978 as an amendmentto the Federal ReserveAct.
From 1975 through 1978, the committee rebased each quarter its annual four-quarter target range for
the monetary aggregates. The resulting base drift in the committee’s targets has been controversial.37
Since 1978, the committee has setone fourth-quarter-to-fourth-quarter range eachyear except 1983.
Authorization ofMMDA accounts in late 1982 led to a surgein M2 growth as aggressive bidding by
depositories againstmoney market funds apparently drew nonmonetary balances into M2. (Recall that
taxable general-purpose and broker-dealer MMMFs had been included in M2 in 1980 and that MMDA
accounts, a type ofsavings deposit, were always included in M2. M2 was redefined slightly in
~Targetand monitoring ranges differ in terms ofthe strengthofthe implied policy reaction
function. In general, deviation of an aggregate from atarget range suggests a somewhat stronger
policy responsethan deviation from a monitoring range, ceteris paribus.
37For contrasting views, see for example Axilrod (1982), Broaddus and Goodfriend (1984) and
Walsh (1986).27
February 1983 to include tax-exemptgeneral purpose and broker dealer money market funds.) The
committee subsequentlyreset its 1983 target ranges using a February-March base.
While relatively narrow through the early 1980s, target ranges widened during the l980s as an
accelerating paceofinnovation in financial markets apparently complicated money demand forecasting
and moneystock control. The range for Ml was widened to 4 percentage points in 1983 and to 5
points in 1985. Citing uncertainty regarding the demand for Ml and its relationship to economic
activity, the committee did not set a target range for Ml in 1987 or beyond.~
The target range for M2 similarly was widened overthis interval, although it has remained at its
cunent width of4 percentagepoints since 1988. In part, the widening oftherange in 1988 reflects
the increased difficulty offorecasting the demand for M2 during an eraofturmoil in financial
markets, including therestructuring ofthe thrift industry, capital and earnings difficulties at
commercial banks, and a restructuring (deleveraging) ofhousehold and finn balance sheets.
The monetary aggregates during most years have grownwithintheir target ranges, as shown in
Figures 1 and 2. Growth often has run well toward the upper orlower bounds ofthe cones, however,
suggesting thatthe midpointofthecommittee’s target range maynot always be the best forecastofthe
aggregate’s growth.
38”Monetary Policy Reportto the Congress,~ FederalReserve Bulletin, April 1987.28
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Appendix
Building Historical Monetary Aggregates 1959-1980
The 1980 redefinition ofthe monetary aggregates confronted Board staff withthe daunting task of
building comparable historical data. In some cases, large amounts ofadditional dataneeded to be
collected. In others, various estimates and approximations had to be made since required historical
datahad not been collected inthe needed detail, atthe desired flequency, or on the basis ofconsistent
definitions. Although the data sources available as of 1977 have been described elsewhere, little has
been writtenabout the earlierdata.~This appendix~based on published and unpublished material,
summarizes available information about the data sources and methods usedto constrnct monetary
aggregates for years priorto 1980.
Monetary aggregates are builtby consolidation ofdata, not addition. Consolidationrequires not
only data on thetypes and amounts ofoutstanding liabilitiesoffinancial intermediaries but also data
on the ownership ofsuch liabilities by other money-stock-issuing institutions, the latter being netted
from the aggregate during consolidation. So far as possible, the discussion below reviews available
data on both items.
DEPOSITS INCLUDED IN Ml
Mostcommercial bank deposit items were available atleast twice a year from call reports.
Demand deposits had been reported by member banks since well before 1959. Call report datawere
39Beck (1978) describes data available in 1977 and refersto unpublished memoranda for earlier
sources and methods. Our discussion here draws from unpublished Federal Reserve Board memoranda
by NevaVanPeski and DarwinBeck and from Van Peski (1979). We thank them for helpful
comments while absolvingthem ofresponsibility for remaining errors or omissions.34
available quarterly from all banksbeginning in 1961, when quarterly call reports became requiredby
law.
Daily dataon OCD accounts were available for member banks. End-of-month databeginning in
September 1972 for other New England financial institutions were obtained from the Federal Reserve
Bank ofBoston.
Mutual savings banks (MSB)issued two typesofdemand deposits. One was used for regular
third-party payments,that is, was checkable. The other consisted mainlyofescrow balances, not used
for regular payments. Only the first is included in themone~aiy aggregates. Separation ofthetwo
typesofdeposits prior to 1980 was based on month-end data collected bythe FDIC during an 18-
month surveyconducted from July 1975 to December 1976. The surveydatathemselves were
included in Ml for the 18 months theywere available. Before and after this period, dataontotal
demand deposits reported on semi-annual or quarterly call reports were multiplied by the average ratio
ofcheckableto total demand deposits during the surveyperiod. Monthly data were obtained by
interpolation.
Share draft balances atfederal credit unions were obtained from the National Credit Union
Administration as ofmonth-end for May-September 1976. Thereafter, only end-of-quarter data were
available. No data were available on share drafts atstate credit unions. For total credit union savings
deposits, as ofJuly 1977, federal credit unions held 55 percent ofsavings deposits; theirshare ofshare
draftaccountsis unknown.
Under the 1980 definition ofthemonetary aggregates, demand deposits at commercial banks due
to thrifts, foreign banks and foreign official institutions are subtiacted from total demand deposits in
building Ml (see Table 2). Demand deposits at U.S. commercial banks dueto foreign commercial
banks and official institutions were available weekly (on Wednesday) for weekly reporting banks since35
May 1961, and quarterly or twice a year from call reports for all banks since (atleast) l959.~° Ml-
type deposits at foreign related institutions were available as ofthelast Wednesdayofthe month since
November 1972 (beginning in 1977, Edge Acts reported only quarterly, but other institutions continue
to report monthly). For earlier years, estimates were based on data takenfrom the Annual Reportof
the Superintendent ofBanks in New York and for Edge Act corporationsfrom call reports submitted
twice a year to the FederalReserve Bank ofNew York.
Deposits duetothrifts were handledin various ways. Formutual savings banks, demand deposits
at weekly reporting (commercial) banks (FR2416 reporters) due to mutual savings banks were
available for eachWednesdaysince May 1961. Quarterly orsemi-annual data for all commercial
banksalso were available on call reports since before 1959. These deposits werenetted out ofMl.
For credit unions, demand deposits at all commercial banksdueto credit unions were estimatedto
equal 0.03 percentoftotal year-end credit union assets for eachyearthrough 1974. After 1974, they
were takento equal the “cash” item in the annual reports ofthe National Credit Union Administration.
(No adjustment was made for credit union vault cash, also included in this item.) For savings and
loan associations (S&L), demand deposits at commercial banks before 1973 were assumedto be a
constantfraction ofthe item “Cash on hand and in banks” reported annually in condition statements
issued bythe Federal Home Loan Bank Board; we do not know the value ofthe fraction used.
Beginning September 1973, semi-annual call reports are available in March and September from the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board.
40The report form filed by weekly reportingbankshad been revised in 1961 and 1966 to improve
coverage oftheseitems; see theintroductionto chapter 4 in Banking andMonetaryStatistics 1941-
1970. fronically, thesedata were originally collected from weekly reporting banks sothat they could
be added back into themonetary aggregates after being removed during earlier adjustments.
Following the 1980 redefinitions, these reported data were usedto remove thesame items from the
new aggregates.36
DEPOSITS INCLUDEDIN THE NON-Mi COMPONENT OF M2
Savings Deposits
The savings depositcomponentofM2 includes deposits atcommercial banks, mutual savings
banks, savings and loan associations, and creditunions. As usual, construction ofmonetary aggregates
requires both gross depositamounts and, as a netting item, the amounts ofdeposits held by other
money stock issuers. Monthly savings depositdatagenerally were available beginning in 1968. For
prior years, savings deposits often were estimated as a constantshareoftotal deposits, the share itself
being estimated from data available circa 1968. The following paragraphs discuss estimates for each
type ofdepositary.
For commercial banksfrom June 1961 through June 1966, total savings deposits were takenfrom
semi-annual and quarterly call reports; monthly values were obtainedbyinterpolation. For July 1966
through January 1968, savings deposits atmember banks were estimatedfrom monthly summary
reports submitted by the Federal Reserve Banks (FR422). Beginning January 1968, member banks
reported daily savings deposits eachweek. Monthlynonmember bank data were obtained by
interpolationofquarterly call reports.41 The numberofdataitems required as netting items in
consolidation is small since commercial banks were not permittedto offer savings accountsto profit-
making businesses (including other depositories) prior to November 1975. Thereafter, data regarding
savings deposits due to domestic and foreign banks and foreign official institutions were available on
Wednesdays for weekly reporting banks and for all banks on quarterly call reports since March 1976.
(Note thatthis corresponds to curmnt practices shown in Table 2.)
41The discussion in this appendix is somewhatmore precise than what wehave been able to
document. From July 1966 through January 1968, for example, Board staffwrote that “nonmember
bank datawere estimated using ratios generated from call report data...,” but theydo rtot say precisely
how this was done or which ratios were used. The staffmemos do notethatnomnember bank data
continued to be taken from call reports afterJanuary 1968, and that monthly values were obtainedby
interpolation of quarterly call report data.37
We have been unableto clarify precisely which data were used from 1959-1967 for mutual
savings banks. From 1959-1967, total deposits were available on a month-end basis from theNational
AssociationofMutual Savings Banks (NAMSB), but no separate savings deposit series was available.
For 1968-1971, savings deposits were estimated using total depositdataand a deposit breakdown
collected in a quarterly surveybythe FDIC.42 Beginning in December 1971, month-end savings
deposits were published bythe NAMSB. Month-average data(to correspondto averages ofdaily data,
so far as possible) were constructed by averaging month-end data.
Two netting items were needed for MSBs: savings deposits at MSBs dueto the U.S. Treasury,
and savings deposits held by MSBs atcommercial banks. Both series were available on call reports
beginning in March 1976. Differentapproximations were used togenerate datafor prior dates. U.S.
Treasury deposits were in fact zerofor all months prior toNovember 1974, the first month MSBs
were permitted to offer interest-bearing savings deposits to governments. Governmentdeposits were
assumedto be $1 million in November 1974 and all intermediatemonths were obtained by linear
interpolation. Similarly, savings accounts held by MSBs at commercial banks were assumed to be $1
million in November 1975 and intermediate months through March 1976 were obtained by
interpolation.
For savings and loan associations,total deposits for all operating S&Ls from 1959-June 1968 were
obtained from the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation.43 Beginning July 1968, month-
end savings deposits atall federally-insured S&Ls became available from the FSLIC. For theearlier
period (1959-June 1968), savings deposits were assumedto equal total deposits multiplied by the July
42Unfortunately, we have been unableto locate a descriptionofthe estimation procedure.
43Conversationswith former Federal Home Loan Bank Board staffduring the course ofthis
research suggestthatthese datanever, in fact, covered all operating S&Ls. Somedata for non-FSLIC
institutions were apparently estimated rather than obtained directly. Other sources report that federally
insured S&Ls likely held as much as 95 percent or more oftotal S&L deposits. Recall that state-
insured thrifts in Massachusetts and New York were chartered as mutual savings banks.38
1968 ratio ofsavings tototal deposits. Month-average datawere obtained by averaging month-end
data.
Savings deposits heldby savings and loans at other depositories, netted out in consolidating M2,
were available semi-annually beginning September 1973 from the “March-September Reporting
System” release published by the FederalHome Loan Bank Board (essentially a semi-annual call
report). Values for prior months were obtained by linear interpolation betweenan assumed zero in
December 1967 and the September 1973 value of$19 million.
Credit union shares were obtained on a month-end basis from NCUA.” Month-average data are
constructed by averaging month-end data. Depositsofcredit unions atother credit unions, netted out
in consolidation, are available annually for federal creditunions from theyear-end report ofthe
NCUAbeginning in December 1968; values for prior years are assumedtobe zero.~Similar data
for statecredit unions were estimatedby multiplying total assets at state-chartered credit unions by the
ratio ofsuch inter-credit-union shares tototal assets at federal credit unions.
Small Time Deposits
The smalltime deposit componentofM2 includes bank and thrift deposits under $100,000 with an
original maturityofseven days ormore. U.S. Treasury deposits and deposits ofthrifts with
commercialbanks and other thrifts are netted out in consolidation.
For commercial banks, small time deposits were computed as a residual by subtracting two series,
savings deposits and time deposits ofmore than $100,000, from reported data ontotal time and
~It isn’t clear whetherthese datacovered all creditunions or only federally insured institutions.
Our guess is the latter. If so, other creditunion deposits would be excluded from the aggregates,
perhaps one-halfoftotal credit union deposits.
45Smaller credit unions often hold, as a significant partoftheir assets, shares in lam~ge“corporate
central” credit unions. Although the latter have some retail business, theyprimarily actas an investor
ofexcess funds deposited with themby other credit unions.39
savings deposits. Total time and savings deposits at member bankshad been reported weekly since
1959. Small time deposits atnonmemberbanks were estimated by multiplying small time deposits at
small member banks by theratio ofsmall time deposits at nonmemberbanks to small time deposits at
small member banks on call report dates.46
lime deposits due to the U.S. Treasury and due tomutual savings banks were netted from the
non-Mi componentofM2 in consolidation. For weeklyreporting member banks,these data were
available on Wednesdaysince 1959 and 1961, respectively (however, see BankingandMonetary
Statistics 1941-1970, chapter 4, for a discussionofchanges in items reported). For other banks, semi-
annual and quarterly call report datawere available since before 1959.
For mutual savings banks,month-end time deposits beginning in December 1971 were obtained
from NAMSB. For prior periods, time deposits were estimatedby Board staff from dataon total
deposits atMSBs (available at leastfrom 1959) and from lime deposit data collected on quarterly
FDIC surveys (available at leastsince 1966). We have no descriptionofwhat was done for 1959-65,
but itis likely that the 1966 ratio oftime deposits to total depositswas simplymaintained over this
period. (Precisely what was done may be oflittle importance, since time deposits at MSBs were only
1 percent oftotal deposits in 1966.)
Time deposits ofsavings and loans atbanks are netted from M2 in consolidation. Beginning in
September 1973, time deposits ofS&Ls at commercial banks weretaken from the semi-annual
FHLBB t’March-September Reporting system” publication. For all dates prior to September 1973, it
was assumed that S&Ls keptthe same proportion oftheir cash assets in bank time deposits as they
had in September 1973. In other words, S&L time deposits atbanks from 1959-1972 were assumed
to be a constant fraction ofthe amount of “cash on hand and in banks” reported by S&Ls in annual
~As in some other cases, this is a somewhatmore specific statementof what we believe was done
than wehave, in fact, been able to locate.40
condition statements to the FHLBB. The value ofthat fraction was the ratio ofbank time deposits to
cash assets shown in the first report in the March-September reporting system (September 1973).
Time deposits ofcreditunions at banks and S&Ls also are netted from M2. Deposits ofcredit
unions at S&Ls (assumedto be time deposits) were reported atyear-end by federal creditunions, and
were available from theNCUA Annual Report since before 1959. The ratio ofthese assets to total
assetswas used to estimatethese items for state chartered creditunions. Annual reports issued bythe
NCUA and its predecessor were available since before 1959. Time depositsofcredit unions at
commercial banks were estimated at year-end; until 1974 theywere treated as a residual, the difference
between “cash” reported in the annual reports and estimateddemand deposits. After 1974, the cash
item excluded time deposits, which were then estimated by applying the ratio oftime deposits to total
assets in 1974 tototal assets in later years. Year-end cash figures were available since before 1959 for
federal creditunions, and since December 1964 for state-chartered creditunions from the annual
reports.
LargeTime Deposits in M3
The large time depositcomponentofthe monetary aggregate M3 consists oftime deposits over
$100,000 atall depositories less domesticinterbank time deposits andtime deposits due to other
depositories, foreign commercial banks and foreign governments. The distinction betweenlarge and
small time deposits essentially begins in 1961. Construction oflargelime deposit data beginning in
1961 is discussed by both Friedman and Schwartz (1970) and Beck (1978).Table 2
Information About the Definition, Availability, and Source Data for the Monetary Aggregates
This table provides Information on the construction of the monetary aggregates Ml, M2, M3 and L as of October 1993. Readers are cautioned that some definitions and data sources may differ
In earlier periods. Each aggregate reflects the amounts of the designated assets held by the nonbank public, which Includes households, businesses and government entities other than the U.~
Treasury. Assets Issued In the U.S. are Included whether held byforeign or domestic residents. Certain doflar.denomlnated assets Issued abroad and held by U.S. residents also are
lncluded.The aggregates are constructed by consolidation rather than aggregation, such that the liabilities of one money stock Issuer that are held by another Issuer within the same aggregate
cancel. For example, the amount of large time deposits held by money market mutual funds is subtracted from gross large time deposits In building M3, because these deposits are both a
liability of one money stock Issuer (banks) and an asset of another (money market mutual funds).
Monetary aggregates published by the staff of the Board of Governors as of October 1993 were:
Ml = currency + checkable deposits
M2 = Ml + certain nontransactlons deposits and other liquid assets
MS = M2 + certain assets that are either less liquid and/or Issued In large denominations
L = M3 + certain money market Instruments
Federal Reserve System reports are referred to below by the prefix FR and reports of the Interagency Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council by the prefix FFIEC. Call reports are
administered by the FFIEC, a joint agency Including the Federal Reserve, FDIC, the Treasury Department and the National Credit Union Administration. Complete report titles and reporting
frequency are shown only the first time a report Is cited; references thereafter are abbreviated.
NSA published data begin
Money Stock Component Definition monthly weekly Source of Information
Ml = 1/59 1/6175 Federal Reserve Board staff havejudged that adequate data
are not available before these dates to construct monetary
aggregates based on current definitions.
(+) Money stock currency Currency held by the nonbank public (In other 1/59 116175
words, held outside the U.S. Treasury, Federal
Reserve Banks and the vauits of depository
institutions).
(4.) Currency In circulation Currency held outside the U.S. Treasury and Federal Reserve Statement of Condition (internal Fed balance
Federal Reserve Banks. sheet) (FR34), daily; Treasury and Mint Reports on currency
and coin In circulation.
(-) Vault cash Cash held by depository institutions (Including Report of Transaction Accounts, Other Deposits andVault
cash in automatic teller machines). Cash (FR2900), from weekly and quarterly reporters; Quarterly
Report of Selected Deposits, Vault Cash and Reservable
Liabilities (FR29IOQ); Annual Report of Total Deposits and
Reservable Liabilities, (FR2910A Consolidated Reports of
Condition and Income (call reports) (FFIEC 0319 032, 033,
034), quarterly, last business day of the quarter. The FR2900 Is
the core report for the monetary aggregates. More than 9000
financial Institutions file the FR2900 report weekly following
their Monday close of business, each report containing daily
deposit data for the preceedlng week. Some smaller
Institutions file the FR2900 report only for one week each
quarter. See the text for discussion.(+) Travelers checks Outstanding amount of U.S. doftar.denomlnated
travelers checks Issued by nonbanks (checks
Issued by banks are Included In demand deposits).
(-) Demand deposits due to
depository Institutions, foreign
banks and official Institutions,
and the U.S. Treasury
Demand deposits atall depository Institutions In
the U.S. other than those due to other depositories
(Including money market mutual funds), the U.S.
Government, and foreign banks and official
Institutions, less cash Items In the process of
collectIon (CIPC) and Federal Reserve float.
Deposit liabilities of banks payable on demand;
time deposits with original maturity of less than
seven days; travelers checks and money orders
that are the primary obligation of the issuing
depository institution.
(+) Other money orders Money orders and official checks Issued by
nonbank subsidiaries of bank holding companies.
(-) Cash items in process of collection Third-party payment Instruments (checks)
redeemable In Immediately available funds if
presented today.
(-) Float on the Federal Reserve
NOW and ATS accounts at commercial banks,
U.S. branches and agencies of foreign banks, and
Edge Act corporations; NOW and ATS accounts at
thrifts; credit union share draft balances; and
demand deposits atthrifts.
1/59 1/8175 Monthly Report of Travelers Checks Outstanding (FR2054), last
business day of the month; weekly data are Interpolated from
seasonally adjusted monthly data.
1/59 1/6/75
Weekly Report of Assets and Liabilities for Large Banks
(FR2416), Includes about 160 large banks, weekly, close of
business Wednesday; call reports for other depositories,
quarterly, last business day of quarter.
Weekly Report of Money Orders and Similar Payments
Instruments Issued by Nonbank Subsidiaries of Bank Holding
Companies (FR2053), close of business Monday.
same as gross demand deposits; all checksbeing collected are
deducted from demand deposits regardless of the type of
account wherein the deposit was made.
FR34.
1/63 1/6175 FR2900; FR29IOQ/A; call reports, quarterly.
(4.) Demand deposits adjusted =
(+) Gross demand deposits FR2900; FR29100/A; call reports.
(+) Other checkable depositsTable 2 (con’t)
NSA published data begin
Money stock component Definition monthly weekly Source of Information
Non-MI component of M2 =
(4.) Savings deposits, net = Passbook and statement savings deposits plus
money marketdeposit accounts (MMDA) other
than those due to general-purpose and
broker/dealer money marketfunds, foreign banks
and official Institutions and the U.S. government
MMDAS are a special type of savings account






Adequate weekly thrift data are not available before 1981;
see appendix I for discussion of monthly thrift data for 1959-
80.
MMDA accounts were first authorized in December 1982;
separate savings and MMDA data were collected until Sept.
1991; thereafter, only a single combined series has been
collected.
(+) savings and MMDA deposits at
banks and thrifts
(-) savings and MMDA deposits
due to foreign banks, foreign official
institutions, and the
U.S. Treasury
(+) Adjusted small time deposits =
Deposit or account where the depositor Is not
currently, but may be at any time, required by the
financial Institution to give written notice of intent
not less than seven days prior to withdrawal.
Deposits, Including retail repurchase agreements
(RP5), issued In amounts of less than $100,000
with original maturities of seven days or more,
less all IRA/Keogh retirement account balances at
banks and thrifts.
1/59 11/3/80
FR 2900; FR29IOOJA; call reports
FR2416; call reports
(+) gross small time deposits
(+) retail repurchase
agreements at commercial banks
and mutual savings banks (MSB)
(+) retail repurchase
agreements at savings and loan
associations
(-) IRA/Keogh balances at
commercial banks and MSB
(-) IRA/Keogh balances at
savings and loan associations
Retail RI’s are issued In small denominations
most often to households and small business.
FR2900; FR291 00/A; call reports
Monthly Survey of Selected Deposits (FR2042), last
Wednesdayof the month
Office of Thrift Supervision, quarterly thrift balance sheet
FR2042
Office of Thrift Supervision, quarterly thrift balance sheetTable 2 (con’t)
I NSA published data begin
Money stock component Definition monthly weekly Source of information
Non-MI component of M2 = (continued)
Money market mutual funds are certain types of
investment companies that agree to abide by
the SEC’s Rule 2a-7 and a variety of other
regulations regarding the types and maturities of
allowable assets. Shares in these funds may be
held by households, business and various
Institutions
One-day and continuing-contract RI’s Issued by 11/69 1/6/75
all depository Institutions to other than
depository Institutions, money market mutual
funds, and foreign official institutions
(+) gross overnight RI’s RI’s as of close of business, one day each week
Eurodollar deposits with original maturity of one 2/77 12/31/79
day issued by foreign branches of U.S. banks
worldwide to U.S. nonbanks (U.S. addresses
other than depository institutions and MMMF5)
The Investment Company Institute (ICI) voluntarily collects
Information for the Federal Reserve. Weekly and monthly
reports cover both the funds’ liabilities (shares) and assets. The
amounts of Individual assets held by MMMFs are Important
because most assets — Including RPs, Eurodollars, large time
deposits and Treasury bills — are netted from the monetary
aggregates during the consolidation of M2, M3 or L. Data are
labelled by Federal Reserve staff as the Weekly (Monthly]
Report of Assets of Money Market Mutual Funds (FR2051 a
(FR2051b]); Weekly Report of Assets for Selected Money
Market Mutual Funds (FR2O5Ic); or the Weekly Report of
Overnight Eurodollars for Selected Money Market Mutual Funds
(FR2O5Id). The lCl data are as of close of business on
Wednesday. The Wednesday level Is Included In the aggregate
for the week ending the following Monday. For example, M2
and M3 for the week of January 10, 1994, contained data on
MMMF shares as of Wednesday, January 5.
Report of Selected Borrowings (FR24I5), for commercial banks,
weekly, close-of-business Monday; Weekly Report of
Repurchase Agreements on U.S. Government and Federal
Agency Securities with Specififed Holders (FR24I5t), for thrifts,
close of busIness Monday
FR2O5Ia, c
Report of Selected Deposits in Foreign Branches held by U.S.
Addresses (FR2050), weekly reporting of daily data, close of
business Monday; Monthly (Quarterly] Report on Foreign
BranchAssets and LIabilities [FR2502, (FR2502s)], last
business day of the period
1/74 2/4/80 (+) Share balances in general-purpose
and broker/dealer money market
mutual funds
(4.) Overnight repurchase agreements
(RI’s), net =
(-) overnight RPs held by MMMFs
(+) Overnight Eurodollars, net =
(+) gross overnight Eurodollars
(.) overnIght Eurodollars held by
MMMF5
FR2O5Ia, cTable 2 (con’t)
NSA published data begin
Money stock component Definition monthly weekly Source of Information
Non-M2 component of M3 = 1/59 1/5/81
(+) Large time deposits, net = Deposits issued by banksand thrifts In amounts 1/59 11/3/80
of$100,000 or more with Initial maturities of
seven days or more, other than those held by
MMMFs, other depository InstItutIons, and
foreign banks and official institutions.
(4.) gross large time deposits FR2900; FR29IOQ/A; call reports
(-) large time deposits due to foreign FR2416; call reports, quarterly
banks and official Institutions, and
the U.S. Treasury
(-) large time deposits held by FR2051 a, c
MMMFs
(-) mortgage-backed bonds at Mortgage-backed bonds are reported as a Office ofThrift Supervision, Statement of Condition (call report),
savings and loan associations reservable liability on the FR2900. They are not quarterly
deposits, however, and, hence, are subtracted
from the monetary aggregates.
(4.) Term repurchase agreements, net = 10/69 1/6/75
(+) gross term RI’s RI’s Issued by all depositories with origInal FR2415
maturities greater than one day, other than
continuing contract and retail RI’s and RI’s
issued to other depositories and foreIgn banks
and official Institutions.
(-) term RI’s held by MMMFs FR2O5Ia, c
(+) Term Eurodollars, net = 1/59 12/31179
(+) gross term Eurodollars Eurodollar deposits due to U.S. nonbank FR2050; FR2502; data furnished by the Bank of England and
addresses with maturity longer than one day at Bank of Canada
all foreign branches of U.S. banks and atoffices
of non-U.S. banks in the U.K. and Canada
(.) term Eurodollars held by MMMFs FR2O5Ia, c
(4.) Shares In Institution-only MMMF, 4174 2/4/80
net =(+) shares in 1-0 MMMFs, gross MMMFs that underSEC guidelines requIre large FR2O5Ia, c
minimum investments (typically $50,000+) and
sell shares only to sophisticated Investors and
institutions, thereby gaining exemption from
certain SEC accounting rules. These shares
may be held by households, businesses or
institutions.
(-) overnight RI’s and Eurodollars Note that term RPs and Eurodollars held by FR2415 for banks, FR2415t for thrifts
held by 1-0 MMMF5 MMMF were netted above.Table 3
Page 1: Revisions to previously published quarterly growth rates of the monetary aggregates (s.a.) due to benchmark data revisions



































Note: These revisions do not Include effects due to revisions In seasonal adjustment factors and/or changes In definitions.
Source: Data shown in shaded areas are taken from the issues of the Federal Reserve Board’s 11.6 statIstical releases published after the
annual benchmark. See Kavajecz(1994) for exact dates. Other data shown are the authors’ calculations from annual Issues
of MoneyStock Revisions.

































































































































































-0.1 -0.1Table 3 (con’t)
Page 2: Revisions to previously published quarterly growth ratesof the monetary aggregates (s.a.) due to revisions to seasonal adjustment factors
























































Note: Revisions shown do not include effects of benchmark data revisions to and/or changes In definition.
Source: Data shown In shaded areas are taken from the issues of the Federal Reserve Board’s H.6 statistical releases published after the
annual benchmark. See Kavajecz (1994) for exact dates. Other data shown are the authors’ calculations from annual issues
of Money Stock Revisions.
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1.1 0.6Table 3 (con’t)
Page 3: Revisions to previously published quarterly growth rates of the monetary aggregates (s.a.) due to changes in definition





















































Note: Revisions shown do not include effects due to benchmark data revIsions and changes In seasonal adjustment factors.
Source: Federal Reserve Board Statistical releases (H.6) published after the annual benchmark.
1/31/94 rgaTable 4






Jul.75 75Q2 75Q2 - 76Q2
Oct.75 75Q3 75Q3 - 76Q3
Jan.76 75Q( 75Q4 - 76Q4
Apr.76 76Q1 76Q1 - 77Q1
Jul.76 76Q2 76Q2 - 77Q2
Nov.76 76Q3 76Q3 - 77Q3
Jan.77 76Q4 76Q4 - 77Q4
Apr.77 77Q1 77Q1 - 78Q1
Jul.77 77Q2 77Q2 - 78Q2
Oct.77 77Q3 77Q3 - 78Q3
Feb.78 77Q4 77Q4 - 78Q4
Apr.78 78Q1 78Q1 - 79Q1
Jul.78 78Q2 78Q2 - 79Q2
Oct.78 78Q3 78Q3 - 79Q3
Feb.79 78Q4 78Q4 - 79Q4
Feb.80 79Q4 79Q4 - 80Q4
Feb.81 80Q4 80Q4 - 8lQ4
Feb.82 81Q4 81Q4 - 82Q4
Feb.83 83FebfMar 83Febfl4ar-83Q4
Feb.83 82Q~ 82Q4 - 83Q4
Jul.83 83Q2 83Q2 - 83Q4
Jan.84 83Q4 83Q4 - 84Q~
Feb.85 84Q4 84Q4 - 85Q4
Jul.85 85Q2 85Q2 - 85Q4
Feb.86 85Q4 85Q4 - 86Q4
Feb.87 86Q4 86Q4 - 87Q4
Feb.88 87Q4 87Q4 - 88Q4
Feb.89 88Q4 88Q4 - 89Q4
Feb.90 89Q4 89Q4 - 90Q4
Jul.90 89Q4 89Q4 - 90Q4
Feb.91 90Q4 90Q4 - 91Q4
Feb.92 91Q4 91Q4 - 92Q4
Feb.93 92Q4 92Q4 - 93Q4
Jul.93 92Q4 92Q4 - 93Q4
Target and Monitoring Ranges
Bank credit
!~i2~ procv
5.0 - 7.5 8.5 - 10.5 10.0 - 12.0 6.5 - 9.5B
5.0 - 7.5 8.5 - 3.0.5 10.0 - 12.0 6.5 - 9.5
5.0 - 7.5 8.5 - 10.5 10.0 - 12.0 6.5 - 9.5
5.0 - 7.5 7.5 - 10.5 9.0 - 3.2.0 6.0 - 9.0
4.5 - 7.5 7.5 - 10.5 9.0 - 12.0 6.0 - 9.0
4.5 - 7.0 7.5 - 10.0 9.0 - 12.0 6.0 .- 9.0
4.5 - 7.0 7.5 - 9.5 9.0 - 11.0 5.0 - 8.0
4.5 - 6.5 7.5 - 10.0 9.0 - 11.5 5.0 - 8.0
4.5 - 6.5 7.0 - 10.0 8.5 - 11.5 7.0 - 10.0
4.5 - 6.5 7.0 - 9.5 8.5 - 11.0 7.0 - 10.0
4.0 - 6.5 7.0 - 9.5 8.5 - 11.0
Bank credit
7.0 - 10.0
4.0 - 6.5 6.5 - 9.0 8.0 - 10.5 7.0 - 10.0
4.0 - 6.5 6.5 - 9.0 7.5 - 10.0 7.0 - 10.0
4.0 - 6.5 6.5 - 9.0 7.5 - 10.0 7.5 - 10.5
4.0 - 6.5 6.5 - 9.0 7.5 - 10.0 8.5 - 11.5
2.0 - 6.0 6.5 — 9.0 7.5 - 10.0 8.5 - 11.5
1.5 - 4.5 5.0 - 8.0 6.0 - 9.0 7.5 - 10.5
4.0 - 65(MIB) 6.0 - 9.0 6.5 - 9.5 6.0 - 9.0
35 - 6.0(MIB) 6.0 - 9.0 6.5 - 9.5 6.0 - 9.0
2.5 - 5.5 6.0 - 9.0 6.5 - 9.5 6.0 - 9.0
Debt
-- 7.0-10.0 ---- ---
4.0 - 8.0 -- 6.5 - 9.5 8.5 - 11.5
5.0 - 9.0 NC NC NC
4.0 - 8.0 6.0 - 9.0 6.0 - 9.0 8.0 - 11.0
4.0 - 7.0 6.0 - 9.0 6.0 - 9.5 9.0 - 12.0
3.0 - 8.0 NC NC NC
3.0 - 8.0 6.0 - 9.0 6.0 - 9.0 8.0 - 11.0
NS 5.5 - 8.5 5.5 - 8.5 8.0 - 11.0
NS 4.0 - 8.0 4.0 - 8.0 7.0 - 11.0
NS 3.0 - 7.0 3.5 - 7.5 6.5 - 10.5
NS 3.0 - 7.0 2.5 - 6.5 5.0 - 9.0
NS NC 1.0 - 5.0 NC
NS 2.5 - 6.5 1.0 - 5.0 4.5 - 8.5
NS 2.5 - 6.5 1.0 - 5.0 4.5 - 8.5
NS 2.0 - 6.0 0.5 - 4.5 4.5 - 8.5
NS 1.0 - 5.0 0.0 - 4.0 4.0 - 8.0
The F~4Cfirst set desired longer-run growth targets for Ml, M2, M3 and the bank credit proxy at its meeting
on April 14-15. 1975. On February 15, 1977, ranges for the menetary aggregates were added to the Domestic
Policy Directive sent to the Open Market Desk at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. On April 18, 1978,
the range for bank credit was added to the Domestic Policy Directive.
NC: Not Changed
NS: None SpecifiedThe Evolution of the Federal Reserve’s Monetary Aggregates: A Timeline
Kenneth Kavajecz
This timeline follows the history of the monetary aggegates published by the staff of the
Federal Reserve’s Board of Governors. The chronology is based on the Board’s J.3 and H.6
statistical releases as well as material from the Federal Reserve Bulletin, Money Stock
Revisions, and other publications.
The timeline includes descriptions of all definition changes and benchmark revisions, the basis
on which data were published (monthly, bimonthly, weekly), and the day ofthe week and
time ofday that the money stock data were released to the public. The last are of particular
importance for financial researchers using high frequency data. Additional miscellaneous items
related to the monetary aggregates are included, selectedby the author on the basis of their
likely importance to the evolution ofthe monetary aggregates and/or the role of monetary
aggregates in monetary policy.
Note the following in the timeline:
• Each page gives information on events that occurred during a single year.
• The lines at the top of the pages trace the life of every official monetary aggregate
published by the Board staff between 1959 and 1993 (experimental aggregates are
excluded). The names of monetary aggregates that were defined and being published
during a year are shown in bold face on that page, and the period overwhich they were
being published is shown as a solid line.
• Each event of interest is shown as a vertical line with a parallelogram attached. Each
event is also dated in the upper left corner of the parallelogram.
• Definitional changes are distinguished from other events by having a solid vertical line


















OnNovemberl4, 1960,thefi deralRe vestatisti,calrcleaseonthemoneysupply
waspublished.TheL3releaseentitledDemaizdDeposits, Cumrncy,andRelatedItems
wasther~afterpublishedtwice amonth.Ther pt~ted figureswereaveragesofdailyfig-
uresratherthantheonedayfiguortedintheFedezdReeiveBullethz.Themoney
stockwascalled“themoneysupply.”Itmeasured aconcept thatwould laterbecalled





bankswere deducted separately from demanddeposits atmemberand nonmember
banlspec*ively.SinceFederalReservefloatwasnotdivisibleonthebasisofamem-
ber-nonmemberatttibuion,it was deductedin wholefrom the memberbankdeposit
component(Ref.footnoteonJ3 release)
ThuisdayRele2se
Dayofthe weekreleased and release time. Immediate Relea&• 1961


























ThedefinitionofM1A wasexpandedtoincludedemanddepositsheld by bankslocated
inU.S.tethtoziesandpossessions at U.S. commercial banksplus ftreign demand bal-
ances atFederalReserve banks. Foreigndemandbalances includeddemanddeposits
due toforeigngovernments, central banks andinternationalinstitutions.















































Annual benchmark and seasonal review.
BenchmaxtedtothejuneandDecemberl964call
reports. meJ3 release wasreplaced by the}L6
release.,published weeklyonThursday. The. }L6
releaseshowedweek averagesofdailydataon a
week ending Wednesday basis. (Ref. Federal
ReserveBulletin,July 1965)
ThursdayRelease ThursdaYRelease


















f June23,1966 / J EffectiveJune9, 1966, balancesaccumulated forpayment j
J ofpersonalloans werereclassifiedforreserve purposesand J
J wereexcludedfromtimedepositsreportedby memberbanks. j
j • Although thisdidnot affectthereported money supplyatthe j
j time,itdid affectthe timedepositseriesreported separately / I
on the 1L6. Theestimated amountofsuchdepositsatall J I
/ commercial banks ($1,140million) was excludedfrom time / I
/ deposits adjusted thereafter. /
J (See11.6 Release for details) j I
[Setember 29, 1966
/ Annual benchmarkand seasonal review






























































J change inaccounting proceduresassociated withbank
~ clearing ofEurodollartransactions. Previously, an I I
~ inereasing volumeofsuch unctions hadincreased I
~~ j~~sj~ demanddeposits. SinceCWCwas j I
deducted fromgross demanddepositsin computingthe j I
money supply,the netdemanddepositconcept measured I
inthemoney supplyhad beenunderstated by anincreasing J I
j amount in recentyears. A tentativerevision wasmade to I J correctthedownward bias fromJune1967toJuly1~~_J I
[September 25,1969
j Annualbenchmark andseasonalreview
/ Benchmarked totheJune andDec. 1968



















/ Mr. ArthurF.BurnsreplacedMr.William McChesneyMartin,It
/ as ChairmanoftheFederalReserve Board. ChairmanMartinhad / served sinceAprIl 2, 1951.
fNovember27,1970 J Annual benchmarkand seasonal review
/ Benchmarked intheDec. 1969 andJune1970 Callreports.
J Therevision thisyearencompassed forthefirsttime certainnewdata,
/ mainlyfrom agencies andbranchesin theU.S.offoreignbanksandfrom
/ subsidiariesofUS. banks organizedunderthe Edgeactto engagein
/ internationalbanking business. Thesenewdataservedtocorrecta
/ downward bias inthemoneysupplyseriescaused by the gteerationof
/ ‘~1PC” onthe books ofU.S.domestic banks asaresult ofclearing alarge
j daily volumeofinternational transactions.















/ November 18, 1971
/ Annual benchmarkand seasonalreview
j Benchmarked totheDec. 1970 and
/ June 1971 Call Reports. / (SeeFR Bulletin Nov. 1971 fordetails)
/ December 9, 1971
/ Moneystock measures have beenrevised, beginning
inSeptember 1971 to reflect-thóformationofnew
~ banking institutionsdoing primarily international / business. The vague description listed above was
/ taken fmm a footnoteon theH.6 Release.









OnApril 22,1971, theFederalReservestarted topublish3 monetary aggregates,Ml.
M2,M3. MlandM2werereportedon aweekly andmonthlybasis whileM3 wasre-
portedonlyon amonthlybasis duetoalackof datasourcesatthe time.
*M1 wasthesameasthepreviouslypublished money stock listedabove as M1A.only
thenamehadchanged.
M2wasabroaderaggregatethat includedMl pluscommercial banks’savings deposits.
timedeposits openaccount, and timecertificatesofdepositother thannegotiableCD’s
issued in denominations of $100,000 or more by large weekly reporting commercial
banks.

















FFebruary 24, 1972 / / Benchmark and seasonalreviewofM3 data / / Benchmarked toreflectnew data for deposits /
at mutualsavings banksand savings and loan f
/ shares. J
- /November 24,1972
/ Achange inRegulationJ.governingcheckcollectionprocedures,wasimplemented on
/ November9,1972. Becauseofitseffectson clearingaccountson bankbalancesheets,it
/ hadtheeffectofraisingdemanddepositsascalculatedforinclusionin themoneysupply.
- / However, to avoidany discontinuitiesinthe series,theresultingincreasehadbeencmii-
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Annual benchmarkandseasonalreview ~ I
~ Benchmarkedto theDec. 1972 as wellas ~ I
theMarch, June andOct. 1973 Callreports. j
1973 was thefirstyear sincethe early
1960’swhenCallreportdataappropriate
for money supplybenchmarks had been
available for the spring and fall.
J (SeeFR BulletinFeb. 1974 for details)
/
/ Benchmark
/ Benchmarked to theDec. 1973 Callreport
/ (SeeH.6Release fordetails)
/ August22, 1974 / Benchmark
Benchmarked tothe April 1974 Callreport / (See 11.6 Release for details)
/ November 21, 1974 / Annualbenchmarkand seasonalreview / Benchinarkedtothe June 1974 Callreport. / (SeeFRBulletin Dec. 1974 fordetails)
Thursday Release
Immediate Release1975
I ~ F~M1A,M1 J1
M1A
IJJA1S1O1N,D




Benchmarked totheOct 1974 Callreport.
(See 11.6Release for details)
/ FOMCMeeting,April 14-15,1975 / / Firsttargetgrowthcones announcedforthe / / monetary aggregates (Ref. Anderson and / / lCavajecz, 1994,Table4)
May 22, 1975
Benchmark

















On April 3, 1975, theFederal Reservepublished two additional monetaryaggregates,
M4andMS.
Ml andMiremained unchangedfrom theirinception in1971.
The definitionofM3 wasrevised toinclude audit unionshares.
M4wasdefined asM2pluslargenegotiabletimecertificatesofdeposits issuedbylarge
weeklyreportingcommercial banks.




























j Annual benchmark andseasonalreview j
/ Benchmarkedto theJuneandSept 1975 /









Benchmarked totheMarch 1976 Call report.





























/February 17,1977 / Annualbenchmarkand seasonalreview
/ ‘Bendunarked totheJune1976 Callreport / (See1L6Releasefordetails)
/ April21, 1977 J Benchmark
J BenchmarkedtotheSept 1976
Calireport.
J (See£1.6 Release fordetails)
/ June23, 1977
j Benchmark
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Dec. 1976 as well as March, June,
andSept. 1977 Call reports.
(See11.6 Release for details)
/ June 1, 1978
/ MoneyMarketTime Deposits / wereauthorized byCongress.
1June22, 1978
J Benchmark
j Benchmarked to the
j Dec. 1977 Callreport / (See11.6 Release for details)
jieptember 21, 1978
Annualbenchmarkandseasonalreview
j Benchmarked totheMarch 1978 Callreport
J Correctedarecently discovered downwardcash
j itemsbias overtheperiodmid—1975 through
j September 1978. Thebiaswascreatedby foreign
j relatedinstitutionstransferringfundsfor their






































On November 16, 1978. the Federal Reservepublishedyet anothermoney stockmea-
sure,Ml+.
Ml, M2,M3, M4 andMS remainedunchangedfrom thedefinitionsoutlined in 1975.
Ml+wasdefinedasthe narrowmoneystockmeasure,Ml,plussavings depositsatcom-
mercialbanks.NOWaccounts atbanksand tluiftinstitutions,credit unionshare drafts,
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/ Benchmaxked to the Sept. 1978 Call report / (See 11.6Release fordetails)
/
October6, 1979
OnSaturday October 6, 1979, ChairmanVoicker
calledaspecial meeting of the FOMCwherehe
announced theFederalReservewould switch to
a nonborrowedreserve operationprocedure.
Themove placed agreater emphasison theMl
aggregate duetoits closerelation to the
outstanding supply ofreserves.
November 8, 1979
Themoney supply figurespublished on November8, 1979 forthe weeks /
endingOctober3, 10,17, and24thincorporated minorcorrectionsmade /
to thedata due to an understatement ofthedepositsprovided by
Manufacturers Hanover Trust Companyin thelastfour weeks. The
FederalReserve hadbegun an inquir~ withthe helpofoutsidecounsel,
to provide assurance that recenterrors inthe moneysupply datawere
inadvertent andthat no individualor institutionobtained improper













Benclunarkedto theDec. 1978 and
March 1979 Callreports
(See11.6 Release for details)
/20,1980
j Benchmark
~ Benchmarked tothe Juneand
j September 1979 Callreports J (See 11.6 Release for details)
November7, 1980
Themoneysupply figuresthat would normally be

























OnFebruary 8, 1980,theFederal Reserveradicallyreorganized howthemonetary aggregatesweredefined.
MI wasrenamed M1A withoutchanging its definition.
Mill wasdefined tobeM1Aplus NOWand ATSaccounts atbanksand thrift institutions,creditunionshare draftaccounts and
demand depositsat mutual savings banks.
M2wasredefined tobeMillplus overnight(andcontinuingcontract)RPs that are issued by commercial bankstothenon-bank
public,overnightEurodollarsissued by Caribbean branches ofmemberbanks toU.S. non-bankcustomers, moneymarket
mutualfundshares,savings depositsand smalltimeaccounts (thoseissuedin denominationsless than$100,000)atcommercial
banks andthrift institutions. Notethat M2will differ from thesumof its componentsby aconsolidation adjustmentmadeto
avoiddouble-counting thepublic’s monetaryassets, namely, theamount ofdemand depositsheld by thrift institutionsat
commercial banks.
M3 wasdefined tobe M2plus large timedeposits(thoseissuedin denominationsofSl00,000or more,netoftheholdingsof
domestic banks, thrift institutions, the U.S. government, moneymarketmutual funds~ and foreign banks andofficialinstitutions),
andterraRPsatcommercial banksand thrift institutions, netof term RPs held by moneymarketmutual funds.
Anew aggregate, L, was createdanddefined to be MSplus the non-bankpublic’s holdings ofU.S.savings bonds, short-term
Treasurysecurities, commercialpaper and bankers acceptances (which excludes money marketmutualfund holdings ofthese assets.)
Inaddition, two addendawere includedon the 11.6 release,overnight RPs atcommercial banks plus overnightEurodollars and
moneymarket mutualfund shares.
February 15, 1980
On February 15, 1980, seasonalfactors for the newly defined aggregateswerereleasedon the H.6.














Benchmarked totheDec. 1979 and
March 1980 Callreports.
This incorporatedall thechangesdueto
the implementation ofthe Monetary
Control Act.
(See 11.6 Releasefor details)
/MayI,1981
/ Annual seasonalreview
j Adjustment ofthemonetaryaggregates / toinclude theeffects ofNOW accounts.
I (See H.6Release fordetails)
March 13, 1981
The 11.6cautioned theinterprepationoftheaggregate measures /
due to theshifting ofdemanddepositsandsavings deposits into /
OCD accounts. Estimatesof theshiftsobtained fromvarious /
depositoryinstitutionsamples suggestedthat in Januaryand /
February. 75 to80% of the increaseinexcess of “trend”came /
from demand deposits and the other 20 to25% came from
savings depositsand other sources.
(See H.6 Releasefor details)
/September 18, 1981
/ The term PP componentofMS was revised
/ and benchmarked toasurvey of “retailRPs”
/ conducted onAug. 31, 1981. The current methods
of estimationdid not pick up theincrease

























tobe M1Bless shifts to OCDfrom non-demand depositsources.
All thedefinitions ofthe other monetaryaggregatesremainedunchanged.
June 26, 1981
~t: Beadunatk
~ Bcncbmarked to theSeptemberand December 1980 Call reports.
































/ theinclusionofhistorical dataon3 generalpurpose/brokerdealer(GP/BD)/
/ moneymarketmutual fundsthat beganreporting inMay 1982, though
I theiroperationshad begunearlier.
/ August 13,1982













Bcnchmarkedto theMarch.Juneand September1981 Callreports.
Ml analogous totheoldMill was redefinedtoexcludethe estimated amount ofvault
cash ythrift institutionstoservicetheirOCDliabilities inadditiontothearnountof
tiniftdemanddepositsalreadyexcludedfromMlforthatreason. C]PCofthriftinstitu-
tionswasnettedagainstthetransactionsdepositsattheMl leveL Owingto unavailabil-
ityof data, thriftCIPC previouslyhad notbeendeducted.
M2 was redefined to include retail RPs (those issued in denominations of less than
5100.000) aswell asexclude institution-onlymoney marketmutual funds. *
M3 had institution-onlymoney marketmutual fundshares added to itplusaconsolida-
tioncomponentwhichis the amountofovernightRPs held by110 moneymarketmutual
funds.




rateceilings on MMDAs witharequiredmini-
mum balanceof$2,500.(RefFederal Reserve
Bulletin, January 1983,Table 1.16)
..,., ~ ;....~........ ~ “~f~s I .n.r~1983
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/ TheGarn-SL Germain Act of1982 had recently authorized moneymarket depositac- /
/ cowits.Beginningonjanuaiy28,1983,moneymarketdepositaccounts(MMDAs)were /
/ reportedseparateLyasacomponentofthebroadermonetaryaggregates.Due tothe lack /
/ ofhistoricaldata,they were reported onaNSA basis. Notethat thisdidNOTrevisethe/
/ monetaryaggregates because thedeposits hadpreviously been includedinthe savings/
/ component ofM2. /
/
May20th throughJune 10th 1983 /
Weeklydataonsavings deposits and smalltime depositswerenotreportedduetoreport-/
ingdifficulties associated with MMDAS. Inaddition, historical data wererevised to re~/
fleetcorrectionsofreporting errorsbeginning inDecember 1982.





Benchmarkedtothe Dec. 1981 and March,June,and September1982 Callreports.
l~o definitionalchanges havebeen implemented.
M2wasrevisedto includegeneralpurpose/brokerdealer (GP/BD) tax-exempt money
marketmutualfundsandexclude all IRA/Keoghbalancesatdepositoryinstitutionsand
money marketmutual funds.





Committee (DIDC) moved toamend
RegulationQbyeLiminating interest rate
ceilings on timedepositswith maturities
greater than 31 daysandprincipal greater
than 82,500.
(See November 1983 FRB Bulletin Table
1.16 fordetails)
¶‘1...I.. * I.~..1984























presents depositsdataon a week-endingWednesday basis.
Alldatashownon the11.6 dated February16,1984, wasshownon
aweek-endingMondaybasis to correspondwiththenewreporting
cycle undercontemporaneousreserverequirements. (CRR)
Inaddition, M3 was redefinedtoincludetermEurodollars inCanada




/ The H.6 began beingreleased at 4’.30PM EDTon Thursdays.
/November 1, 1984
/ Benchmark / Benchmark due to revised data received in conjunction with annual shifts among
/ weekly, quarterly and annualreportingpanels. Similarbenchmarkswere not needed
/ inlateryeambecauseofimprovements intheprocedure used tohand’e thepanelshifts
/ atthe FederalReserve. Inaddition,institution—onlymoney marketmutualfundshares
/ were revised backtoNovember 1980 to reflectnew data.
FridayRelease Thursday Thursday Release




Benchmarked toCallreports through June1984.
Inaddition, newdatasourcesstartedbeing used
inesiinating RPs andterm Eurodollars.
(See 11.6 releasefordetails)
/September27, 1985 1
1 On September 27, 1985, hurricaneGloriahit the /
/ eastern coastdriving up demand deposits and / / FederalReservefloat.
/November21, 1985
/ The BankofNew York experienced acorn-
/ puterfailure that resultedinasubstantial tran- / sittxyincrease inteporleddemanddeposits./
ThursdayRelease
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Benchmarked toCallreportsthrough June 1985.
(See 11.6 releasefordetails)
August21, 1986
Estimates ofM2and M3were revised upward,









ceilings onboth NOW aecountsand
timedeposits withmaturities less than
31 days.











@ 4:30 PM EDT

























J OnOctober 19, 1987, theDowJones Industrial
/ Averageplummeted 500 pointssending other
/ major stock exchangesinto asignificantdeclineas
/ well. Theeffectonthe monetaryaggregates was





M1B — shift adjusted1988
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Mardi 10, 1988 /
Weekly seasonal factors for the noati-ansactionscomponent ofM2/
beginning with the weekofMarch 28. 1988 wererevised to
incorporate further analysis ofcertain holiday—related effects.
(SeeFL6 releasefordetails)
ThursdayRelease
@ 4:30 PM EDT
February18,1988
Annual benchmarkand seasonal review
Benchmaxked toCallreports through June 1981
Beginningon February 18,1988, the11.6includedweeklyestimatesofM2and M3sea-
sonallyadjustedand seasonallyunadjustedon thesamepublicationschedule asMl.
Miwasredefinedtomake the treatmentofthrift institutionsidenticalwith that ofcom-
mercialbanksintheconstzuctionofthemonetaryaggregates. Under thenewdefinitions,
allvault cash held by thrift institutions wasexcludedfrom the currency componentof
Ml, andalldemanddepositsand othercheckabledeposits (OCDs)held bythriftswere
excludedfromthedemanddepositandOCDcomponents,xespectivel~ Previously,only
aportionofthe vaultcashand transactions depositsheld bythrifts wereexcludedatthe
Ml level—representing the estimated amount held to service their OCD liabilities—
while the remainderwassubtracted atthe M2level.
Inaddition totheredefinitionsnoted above,automatictransferservice(ATS)accountsat
creditunions—likethose atcommercial banksandallother thziftinstitutions—wexenow
includedintheOCD componentofMi, ratherthaninthesavings depositcomponent of
The monetary aggregatesM2. M3and Lhadnochange in theirdefinitions.






































~ Annualbenchmark andseasonal review
Benclunarked toCallreports through June 1989.
M2wasrevised toincludeoven~ightrepurchase agreementsissued by thrift institutions,
~j formerlyincludedwithtermrepurchaseagreementsin the non—M2component ofM3.






















/ Annual benchmarkand seasonalreview
Benchmarked toCallreports through June1990. / (See11.6release fordetails)
foctober 3,1991
J Therewasachangeintheformatofthe~6 release.Thechangeisnecessarybecause, on j
J September17,1991,depositoryinstitutionsbeganreportingtotheFederalReserveonly j
J theircombinedsavingsdepositsandmoney mask.etdepositnecounts(M}dDAs), rather j
J than reporting them separately,owingtochanges inthedeposits reports(FR2900). J
J In order to calculateconsistent seasonally adjusteddata, thenew seasonalfactors are J
J equalto the inverseof theweightedaverageoftheinversesoftheseasonalfactors for
J savingsdepositsandMMDAs,wheretheweightsaredeflnedastheratioofeachcompo- J
/ neatto thesum ofthe components during themonthofAugust Inotherwords,thetotal
/ ofsavings andMMDAs was splitinto itstwo components, ‘savings’ and ‘MMDAs’for / / bothcommercial banksand thrifts. Thenits oldseasonal factors (published inFebruary /
/ 1991) continued to be used, namely, the seasonal factors for bank savings, bankJ
j MMDAs,thrift savings, and thrift MMDAs.



























/ BenchmarckedtoCall reportsthrough Sept. 199L
/ (See 11.6releasefordetails)
March5,1992
Therelease datedMarch 5, 1992 incorporatesfurther
revisions tohistorical data. Thechangewasdue tothe
reclassification ofsome brokereddeposits fromlargetime
tosmalltime depositsinaddition tothose reportedinthe
annualbenchmarkon February 13, 1992.
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I Benchmarkedto Callreportsthrough September1992. / (See 11.6 release fordetails) /
ThursdayRelease
@ 4:30PM EDT